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Hunran menrory is often thought of as a
nlultitude of associatively related*units.
Accessibility to any unit is supposedly pro-
vided by a somewhat well-defingd and per-
manent semantic organization. Several
theoretical acgounts have emphasized the
hierarchical character of this organiza-
tional process (Bousfield & Cohen, 19.53;
Collins & Quillian, 1969; IUandler, 1968).
According to these approaches, subordinate
units are related through a supefiordinate,
and lou'er order superordinates are linked
through a bigher order superordinate.

The purpose of this study was to gather
normative data bearing on the hierarchical
organization of semantic memory. A
procedure described by I\{iller (1969) was
used to determine the hierarchical scheme
among units. Obtaining information from
students of rwo college campuses promised
to broaden the generality and usefulness
of the findings.

MBtsoo
Subjects

One'hundred and forty-seven Marshall Uni-
versity (MU) undergraduates and 95 Ohio State
University (OSU) undergraduates participated in
this study while enrolled in an introductory psy-
chology course.

l[aterials
The 56 category names use<l by Battig and

Montague (1969) were typed *parately on index
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College students from two universities performed a sorting task n'ith taxonornic
categories. Sorting norms for both subject groups and hierarchical relations
anrong the categories were determined and compared.
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cards (7.6 X 12.7 e-n). The categorl' of "meats"'..
was added to produce a deck of 57 cards. Seviral
such decks n'ere constructed. These categories
n'ith the numbers assigned to them by Battig and
Montague are shown on the left side of Figure 1.

Procd,ttre

The I\{U subjects entered a roorn permitting
data collection on up to 15 people at a time. One
wall of the room consisted pf ,4 X 7 ft"l (3 X 6 m)

' dividers. The subjects sat at small t'abies betu'een
the dividers facing the experimenter. This arrange-
ment permitted subjects to work undisturbed and
permitted the experimenter to observe all subjects
simultaneously'. Each subject read the follou'ing
instructions:

This experiment concerns how people sort com-
mon categories. Before you is a deck of cards.
On each card is typed a category. What 1'ou
are to do is to divide the deck into piles of cards
that you believe go together. Make as many
piles as you want. Step 1: To become familiar
with all of the categories, lay out, one card at a
time, the entire deck before you. Read to
yourself each category as you place it on the
table. Step 2: Sort the categories into as many
piles as you want. Each pile should be com-
prised of categories that you believe belong
together. \f,'ork as quickly and carefully as you
can. You will have approximately 30 minutes to

-complete your piles.

Each subject was also told that a pile could consist
of a single card. The intention was to avoid any
preconception that every card had to be placed with
some other card. The experimenter monitored
subjects' activities to ensure that Step t was com-' pleted before Step 2. Even though a time limit
was specified, subjects were given as much time as
they needed to complete the task.

The numbers assigned to the categories by
Battig and Montague (1969) were pencilled on the
back of the cards. When the subject had finished
sorting, the numbers comprising each pile were
recorded. The deck was thoroughly shuffied and
left on the table with a copy of the instructions
for the next subject.
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The OSU subjects followed a similar procedure,

except that only one subject was tested at a time.

Rrsults
All subiects completed the task. The

time taken to do the sorting ranged from
20 to 45 min. The subjects tended to spend

the last 5 to 10 min examining their piles,

often re-sorting some cards into other piles
or forming ne$' piles. Several cards
typically remained in isolation from others.- 

The data obtained from each subject
were taltied into a matrix. The 57 category
names formed the rows and columns; the
cells represented the number of times a
given category was sorted with any other
category. For each subject, a given cate-
gorr could occur in one pile only. Whqn-
ever two categories formed a pile, a tally
mark was placed in the two cells of the
matrix indexed by those two categories.
If a pile consisted of more than two cate-
gories, a tally mark was placed in all
possible combinations indexed by those

categories. Once the data from all subjects
were entered, the tallies within each cell
were summed. One frequency matrix was
constructed for MU subjects and one for
OSU subjects. The frequencies were
divided by their respective total N to pro-
duce percentages for each subject sample.
Finally, the frequencies of identically in-
dexed cells of the two matrices were
summed and divided by the grand total lY
to obtain a composite percentage matrix.
' A listing of associated pairs according
to percentage deciles is presented in Table
1, which also includes pairs that had a
zero sort in both populations. In the
instance of the l0% category, pairs were
included only if the two populations did
not differ by more than 3 Percentage
points; thus the 107o pairing probably
represents weak but real relationships in
the two college populations. A disparity
of 7/s was permitted for the 20% BrouP,
and 8/s for pairs above that level.

The Spearman rank-order correlation
between the sorts of i\{U and OSU subjects
was .81 (p <.001). When only those fre-
quencies tallying more than one third of the
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subjects were used, rho jumped to .96
(p < .001).

Insofar as the distribution of the per-
centage values is concerned, the most and
least frequent values were 0/s and 60T0,

respectively. Of the values, 96Vo fell
within the bottom third of the scale, with
only 4/s spreading themselves above this
cut-off point. These later figures desig-
nated the highest degrees of associative
overlap among this set of categories.

Miller (1969) has described in detail an
iterative procedure termed the diameter
method (Johnson, L967) for producing a

"more reliable picture" of hierarchical
relations among the stimuli. Briefly, the
procedure involves locating the highest
value in the matrix. Identity is assumed
between the two categories indexing this
value, if they relate equally to all other
categories. Equality is defined within the
range .IV minus the highest value. When
this c,riterion is met, the categories are
clustered and the matrix shrinks by one
row and column. The procedure is re-
peated many times to a criterion set by
the user. Whenever the highest value is

between a single category and a cluster,
or two clusters, the most distant or lowest
value among these category combinations
determines the point of convergence. The
resultant hierarchy tends to reflect con-
servative estimates of subordinates aJld'
superordinates.

A hierarchical scheme was determined for
each subject group using the diameter
method. The highest value in the matri-s
was located. The two categories were
clustered since both were sorted wit[ all
others to approximately the same degree.

For example, Categories 21 and S5",were
placed in the same pile by 9670 of theNIEi
iubjects. Category 18 was sorted with
Caiegory 55, IoVo of the time and also
with-C"t"goty 21, 16/6 of the time.' The
relative percentages of Categories 21 and
55 were the same for all other categories
as well. The two categories formed a

subordinate level of the hierarchy. Frotrt
this point on in the analysis, Categories 21

and 55 assumed identity and the matrix

' -i'*
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TABLE 1

Prncrxr.lcp or RsLeTIoNsIIIP Auoxc Crrsconres
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Category relationships

G99
80-89

70-79

fH9
50-59

40-49

30-39

2A-29

l0-19

1H3 ; 2l-54; 2l-55; 37-45; 37-53; 45-53 ; 4647; 55-93

24; 8-37; 8-45; 20-38; 37-52; 45-52; 48-50; 52-53

8-52; 9-31; 16-57; 19-32 3144; 34-36 3642; 39-51;
43-57

944; lg-27; 25-57 ; 28-30

l-3.3; 346; 347; 5-28; 7-24; 1H9; 20-25; 25-38;
26-39;3G.33; 3&{0

1-7 ; 1-1 8 ; 1-36 ; 1-38 ; 2-16 ; 2-57 ; 4*20 ; 443 ; !-il ; 9-Q ;

r;iiit e* ; o-is ; G45; 6-48;-6-50 i. 0-lz; 6--!3 ;^7:P;
i-lii i+si i-szi 7-s3i 8-e; ftli 8:18; \2-7;-?1?;
e-i6; s-li'; e-s2; tt-24; tt42;-l? lli t! tp; l?-29;iz-siiti-it ; r2-3s; tz<3;1241 l?-s? ; l?-I1 ; \l-s,7.;
is-i6 i is-+s i t+-to ; tF28; 14-q9; !ft8; ttrl? i r-*-i
icsi ili-iai rz-soi rrss; !q-qzi !e-4q ; l8-q? ; ?9-II;
,rse ; zi :z s ; z r -t s i z t -se ; 2 

-2-?.5 i ?yls | ?y-1 ; ?l-s^l ;

,s-s4 i zs-ss i zt-st ;2743; ?7 1?; l?-slt ?7-11; ?Y1\;
,B-1itrs41ti+44i arsr : !l-q? i ql{l; 1l-I9; l1-I? ;

3i-i3 i sz:si i se-ss i sz<si tz-s?; q?-sl ; Q?.-s_7_; 1!-*;iili iaLlii tt-szi ss-+s; q!-qq' qqfq ; 1y1?; l7^-le.;
114; ar-si i se-sn i ss-ss ; {ryq i qtqz ; s1-lq ; +.Y-!;
4rii il.s4oi +s+ti q+Ea;4*52;4b53; 4F56 ;47-57 ;

50-51;51-53

was reduced by one row and column. The
steps outlined above lvere repeated. Even-
tually, one category was linked to a cluster.
When this occurred, each member of the
cluster was sorted to the same degree with
the category. Furthermore, the category
and every member of the cluster was
sorted to the satne degree with every
categorl'outside of the cluster. With these

criteiia-met, the category was grouped with
the cluster to form a lower order super-

ordinate of the hierarchy. Some clusters
related .to others. In such cases' each

member of the cluster was sorted equally

with every other member of the other
cluster. The members of both clusters also

showed an equal relationship to all cate-
gories outside both clusters. This type
of co*p"rison revealed higher order super-
ordinates of the hierarchY.

Even though the values of the nodes

varied, both iubject groups produced al-
nrost the sanre hierarchical schenre' This
was not surprising considering their sorting
performanci. Quantitative differences in-
creased as the degree of associative overlap
decreased. The largest discrepancy be-

tween nodes was t|/6 Despite the dis-
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parity, %/s of the nodes had the same

i.l"tir" position in both hierarchies' The
structureat difference involved four cas€s'

In three cases, two categories were juxta-
positioned with a cluster at gegrees of
associative overlap below .5. The fourth
case concerned a 27o difference between
three categories relating .93 in associative

overlap. tt " 
t igt similarity between the

hierarihies prompted the construction of a

composite hierarchy based -on 
the corl-

bined percentages. This final analysis
produced the hierarchical scheme shown

in Figure 1. This hierarchy was taken to
be the most representative picture of
taxonomic organization.

The results ofi this analysis, presented

in Figure 1, should be interpreted in the

followlng fashion. The category under con-

sideration is identified on the left and next

HUMA'{ DWELLIIIG
PART OF A EUILDITTIG

RELIGIOUS EUII.DINGS
uillvERSlrlEs

TITCHEN UTENSIL

CARPE[{TER'S TOOL
FUNillTURE

A VEGETABLE
A FFUIT
MEATS

FOOO FLAVORINGS
NOltl-ALCOllollc DRlNrs

ALCOHOLIC ORlt{Ks
EARTH FORMATIONS

WEATHER PHENOMEI{A
PRECIOUS STONES

METALS
CHEMICAL ELEMENTS

A SCIENCE
A SIRO

A SI{AKE
ATII INSECT

A FISH

FOUR FOOTEO ANIMALS
TYPE OF MUSIC

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS
TYPE OT OANCE

A SPORT
A TOY

ARTICLE OF CLOTHII{G
l(IND OF CLOTH

TYP€ OF FOOT GEAR. A COLOR
ELECTIVE OFFICES

OCCUPATIONS
MEMBER OF CLERGY

MILITARY TITLE

GIRL'S FIBST I\IAME
MALE'S FIRST NAME

A RELATIV€
. A COUITRY

A STATE
A CITY

TYPE OF VEI.IICLE
ripe or sritp
TYPE OF FUEL

A FLOWER. 
A TREE

tttllT o.F TIME
UfVIT OF.DISTANCE

'Aga'IME
AJ^,EAPON

t9
t2
12

56
11

23
ttl
43
16

57
23
38
20
2A
30
I
5

33
40
37
53
45
52
I

35
3/r
42
29
4t
3l

9
44
10
18
27
24
I

46
47

3
21
55
54
39
51

26
48
50

2
4

22
17

nEAoiflG rfilrERrlt 6
PARt OF SPEECH 13

TIUMAN BODY PARTS 15
A DISEASE 49

Frcune 1. Schematic representation of degree of category relationships.
(The numbers in the left-hand colunrn identify the categories and the values

across the columns refer to the sorting percentage.)
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ployed. One word game, for example,
starts out with onll' three categories-
animal, vegetable, or nrineral-and usualll'

'the specific noun can be placed in one of
these three categories. Additional cate-
gories besides the particular 57 used 

. 
in,

this experiment could be added usilrg o.!lr','

.. same ground rules, and their addition rlight
or might not change the hierarchical struc-
ture. The fact, hou'ever, that these tu'o
populations behaved su similarll' with
'Fesoect to our arbitrarily' selected cate-

.'gofl'es gives some evidencg that t}etesearch
is touching upon a relativell' stable taxo-
nomic structure of senrantic nrenror)' under
a fair[1' fermislii'e t]'pe..of ground rules.

Regardless o{ lthe theoretical and enl-
pirical problems involved in probing the
structure of senrantic nremorl', the data of
this research, combined with the specific
words of the Battig and'h{ontague nornrs,
may be useful in controlling relationships
to te used for rvork in 'sicti iarious'fi"Jds
assema'ntic metnorl', release from proactive
inhibition, and intra- or interlist inter-
ference studies in the nrore classical areas
of verbal learning and memory, as well as

other fields.
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( Rece ived .H "il:#', I : lii ri'"*'*

to it is its nunrerical identification in the
Battig and I\IonBgue norms.r The inter-
section of the dashed lines represents the
degree of association between the cate-
gories in question. The value of the
association can be determined from the
percentages on the top or bottom of the
figure. Each cluster is indicatpd by the
occurrence of the solid line to the right,
and this implies that the categories $ that
cluster have essentially a zero relationship
to other clusters. For example, at the
bottom of the figure, Category 15 (*rurnar-r

body parts) and Category.4g (a disease)
are sorted together at a value of abou t 4370
and are not sorted with other categories.
Higher up on the figure, CategorY 2 (a

unit of time) has about an 88/c, sort $'ith
Category 4 (a unit of distance) but neither
of these tend to sort *'ith other categories.
The figure may be used as a means of
seeing categories which tend to cluster in

.varying degtees as u'ell as categories which
are essentialll' unrelated. Precise values
for selected degrees of relationship are
given in Table 1.

DrscussroN

A high agreement was found in the
sorting of these two independent popula-
tions for this particular set of categories.
The Battig and l\{ontague set of categories
was chosen arbitrarily because of the
considerable usefulness of the set in modern
psychological research. Despite the arbi-
trary selection, the two populations agree

very closely on how the categories should
be associated given the particular rules of
the game. The basic rules were to sort
into as many or few categories as the
subject wished. Poasibly a different set of
hieiarchies would have been formed if a

restriction had been placed upon the num-
ber of superordinate categories to be eltt-

rone category (35) from the Battig and-Mon-
tague r,orrnrl "i kind of money," is omitted from
thls figure because it was so weakly related to any

other 
-"rtugoty. Its highest sort value was Zofa'

rith "a pt.ciou. stone," but it was poorly related

to the other.categories in that cluster.


